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Faster Rooting Can Mean a Faster Path to
Profit

How many turns can you get from your propagation house? If your business is
propagation, then the number of plants you can produce in a year is really
important. Adding one turn per year will make a significant difference to your
firm’s profitability.

Each grower’s numbers are different due to crop and facility type, local market
conditions, etc., but say you produce 50,000 trays of young perennial plants per
year for your customers. Assume 4 crop cycles per year or 12,500 trays per
cycle. What happens if you turn over your greenhouse 5 times per year? Do
your own math. You may need a different crop, depending on the market for the
crops you produce now, but assume the same revenue per tray. As an
example, a $25/tray crop goes from $1,250,000 per year to $1,562,500. An
extra $300,000 in revenue and the resulting profit from it would likely come in
handy.
We’ve seen Ellepots by A.M.A. speed up a crop time and time again –
perennials, trees, shrubs, field vegetables, hydrangeas, poinsettias… Not all
crops benefit to the same degree. For some, you may not see much difference
in speed, but where Ellepots can knock days or weeks off a crop, this is an
easy decision to make. Maybe you’d prefer a little extra time off – that’s nice
too.
And don’t forget about the other benefits of Ellepots by A.M.A.: high take rates,
faster grading, easy transplanting, better plants, to name a few.

SOLUTION SHOWCASE

Tray Choice in Propagation Makes a Difference – Ellepots by
A.M.A. Offer Choice
A.M.A. began producing Ellepots by A.M.A. in 1999. Some trays that we’ve
used over the years have come and gone, but our lineup continues to expand.

We offer Ellepot sizes from 20mm diameter to 120mm diameter in about 100
different tray options.
There are now four Blackmore Air Trays
on our offering sheet. We’ll be adding
some more this fall. We keep a modest
stock of these trays and we’ll try to
increase that as the volume builds. The Air
Tray lineup goes from a 20mm x 30mm
144 Tray (this one has been in our lineup
for years) to a 120mm x 160mm 6 count
big tree tray, an alternative to 1-gallon
containers.
We can’t go further without mentioning
RootSmart™, the ultimate in air pruning
trays. RootSmart™ allows for the best root
development you’ll ever see, a higher plant
density, and still offers a plug big enough for
a transplant direct to the field. RootSmart™
is economical.
We’ll help you choose the right size Ellepot
with the right paper, mix, and tray for your
crop.

Stayin’ Alive

I was thinking of the Bee Gees song when I titled this (I never liked that song).
So many businesses have been trying to stay alive while dealing with current
market conditions. You are likely familiar with the craziness in the markets
these days. Prices rising. Difficult and costly transportation. Product supply can
be a real challenge. Being late on deliveries seems to be accepted as normal.
When is crappy service normal? We’re trying hard, just as you are, to keep up
the service level despite the challenges. Let’s hope this works its way back to
“normal” in the next few months.
Something that we can no longer do
is hold onto old Ellepot pricing. Every
single component is up, or about to
be up, some for the third or fourth
time since Christmas. On some
items, prices change each time we
reorder. It’s so crazy that we can’t
actually calculate pricing for Ellepots
right now or give you a price for the
next several months. So, we’ve
implemented a temporary price
increase of 18% across the board
on Ellepots.
This was effective June 1st.

We may have to change it in the coming weeks – we hope not. Almost every
tray has increased in cost by at least 25%. Paper is going up and the incoming
freight has doubled. Mix is up and can be hard to get at the moment. Labor
costs have increased. Pallets doubled and corrugated/stretch wrap are also up
more than 25%. Machine maintenance costs (parts) are up too. We’re doing
everything we can to keep costs down, including the installation of another
EPM Ellepot machine as I write (our 11th machine).
We’ve been through crazy periods in the past and this time won’t be the last.
Adapting to new conditions is what we all do. The horticulture industry is used
to it.
Above all, place orders early. It will provide you with some certainty. We’ll tell
you if there’s going to be trouble meeting your schedule. We recommend early
ordering for all your inputs.

Propagators' Quarterly is published by the team at A.M.A. Horticulture.
Looking for propagation solutions? Visit amahort.com and see our solutions,
including Ellepots by A.M.A., the RootSmart Propagation System, plug trays,
substrates, containers and more. Our team of experts is here to help you find
the best solutions for your unique growing goals. Let's get started today.
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